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ISAIAH 44:1-2
... “Yet now hear, O Jacob my servant; and Israel, whom I have chosen: Thus saith the LORD
that made thee, and formed thee from the womb, which will help thee; Fear not, O Jacob, my
servant; and thou, Jesurun, whom I have chosen.”
Well folks, we should not have any trouble in determining to whom this scripture was
addressed! We simply have to remember, and believe, that our God-Jehovah, is sovereign: i.e.
the ultimate GOD! If so, we can believe that He has both the terms “ISRAEL”, and “JEWS” in
his vocabulary. Then we must wonder why he used the term “ISRAEL”, if He obviously meant
“JEWS.”
Isn’t it simple to let our LORD be God and use the term ISRAEL (Jacob), without mistake,
instead of believing that God used the term “ISRAEL” when He must have meant “JEWS”, and
that He forgot that the terms were synonymous?
However, our LORD, being GOD, nailed it down for us by showing us that the terms JACOB
and ISRAEL are interchangeable. He then teaches us that JACOB (ISRAEL) was FORMED in
his mother’s WOMB. The word “FORMED” here, is our key word.
It is the same word used in Genesis for the “formation” of ADAM. (Strong’s Concordance,
#3335) In the Hebrew - “to mold into form; esp. as a potter... “ Adam was “formed” from the
“dust of the ground”, and “ISRAEL” (Jacob) was “formed” “in the WOMB.”
Since the LORD “created man - male and female created He them,” on the 6th Day of
Creation, we learn here, that ADAM WAS THE FIRST “FORMED MAN”, AND NOT THE
“FIRST MAN” AS THE CHURCH TEACHES!
The word “ADAM”, of course, is Hebrew - # 120 in Strong’s - “AW-DAM - to show blood
(in the face) i.e. flush, or turn rosy - be red, rosy . . .” Of course, the UNCOLORED, or WHITE
RACE, is the only race that can “show blood in the face,” or “blush”, therefore we can know that
JACOB (ISRAEL), was a WHITE person! We would have already known this, however, if we
applied our known racial characteristics to JACOB’S mother and father! Here are some of them:
1. “FAIR SKINNED” - light, or white.
2. “FAIR EYED” - light eyed.
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3. “ROSY CHEEKED” - show blood in the face.
4. "GIVEN EARS TO HEAR AND EYES TO SEE” - recognize, and believe in the LORD
when He came to earth as JESUS the CHRIST, some 2000 years ago.
We learn also, that JACOB (ISRAEL) was “formed in the womb to be JEHOVAH-GOD’S
SERVANT. Folks, please note that the scripture did not say that GOD chose ISRAEL for a short
period of time, or that He CHOSE them to serve until He came in the form of JESUS CHRIST,
and then turn the job over to some non-descript GENTILE RACE OF PEOPLE. This is hardly
the way OUR LORD does things. GOD chose ISRAEL FOREVER, Listen: Jere. 31:35-36
“Thus saith the LORD, which giveth the sun for a light by day, and the ordinances of the
moon and stars for a light by night, which divideth the sea when the waves thereof roar; ... If
these ordinances depart from before me, saith the LORD, THEN THE SEED OF ISRAEL
ALSO SHALL CEASE FROM BEING A NATION BEFORE ME FOREVER"…
No, OUR LORD did not abandon ISRAEL, his CHOSEN, but He did if you believe, as the
“CORPORATE” CHURCH teaches that the JEWS ARE ISRAEL, because they CEASED TO
BE A NATION FOR THE PAST 2600 years. Of course, it goes without saying, that we have all
observed from time to time, that both the Sun and Moon, and the Stars are still in orbit. From
this bit of scientific data we can henceforth go forward with the complete assurance that OUR
LORD is still in charge and that HE IS THE GOD OF ISRAEL, AND THAT THEY ARE
STILL HIS PEOPLE.
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